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Abstract

We solve the challenging document-level event
extraction problem by proposing a joint exac-
tion methodology that can avoid inefficiency
and error propagation issues in classic pipeline
methods. Essentially, we address the three cru-
cial limitations in existing studies. First, the
autoregressive strategy of path expansion heav-
ily relies on the orders of argument roles. Sec-
ond, the number of events in documents must
be specified in advance. Last, unexpected er-
rors usually exist when decoding events based
on the entity-entity adjacency matrix. This pa-
per designs a Token-Token Bidirectional Event
Completed Graph (TT-BECG) in which the re-
lation eType-Role1-Role2 serves as the edge
type, precisely revealing which tokens play ar-
gument roles in an event of a specific event type.
Exploiting the token-token adjacency matrix of
the TT-BECG, we develop an edge-enhanced
joint document-level event extraction model.
Guided by the target token-token adjacency
matrix, the predicted token-token adjacency
matrix can be obtained during model training.
Then, the event records in a document are de-
coded based on the predicted matrix, includ-
ing the graph structure and edge-type decoding.
Extensive experiments are conducted on two
public datasets, and the results confirm the ef-
fectiveness of our method and its superiority
over the state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

Document-level event extraction aims to recognize
events in a document with pre-defined types and
corresponding event arguments, which includes en-
tity extraction, entity-event correlation mapping,
event type recognition, and argument role judg-
ment. Sentence-level event extraction approaches
(Sha et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2021;

∗Corresponding Author.

Wan et al., 2021, 2023a) are difficult to deal with
the problem of arguments across sentences. Also, a
document usually contains multiple events without
clear boundaries, and the corresponding descrip-
tions may interact together, increasing the chal-
lenges of extracting event information accurately.

Figure 1 demonstrates a document example
where we can summarize the following challenges
in event extraction. (1) Arguments across sentences.
The event e1 of EU (EquityUnderweight) type is
triggered by the “reduced” with most of the argu-
ments in S5, yet the argument acting as “LaterHold-
ingShares” is scattered in S8, and the information
describing other events are in S6 and S7; that is,
the descriptions of different events are mixed to-
gether. (2) Multiple events. We must determine the
accurate number of events. Also, considering that
tokens reflecting the meaning of “reduce” appear
more than once, it will be a problem to determine
that there is only one event of the EU type. (3)
More noise. Not all entities with the same char-
acteristics act as arguments. For example, both
“January 8, 2009” and “January 7, 2009” in S5 are
time entities. The former does not act as the argu-
ment, while the latter does. Along this line, two
strategies have been adopted in existing document-
level event extraction models.

Previous studies on document-level event extrac-
tion generally adopted the pipeline pattern (Zheng
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021;
Huang and Jia, 2021; Zhu et al., 2022; Liang et al.,
2022), which decomposes the task into the follow-
ing sub-tasks: (1) entity extraction (obtaining can-
didate arguments from a document), (2) event type
recognition (judging the event types involving in
the document and clarifying the ontology of each
event type), and (3) multi-event and corresponding
argument identification according to the recognized
event types in the sub-task (2). Therefore, error
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[S4] Hu Meizhen, a natural person, is a shareholder of Shanghai Yanhua Intelligent Technology Co., LTD., who previously held 
10,740,000 shares of the company s unlimited-sale tradable shares, accounting for 13.425% of the company s total capital stock.
[S5] On January 8, 2009, the company received a letter for Hu Meizhen. As of the close of trading on January 7, 2009, Hu 
Meizhen reduced her holding of 4,000,000 shares of unlimited-sale outstanding shares through the block trading platform of 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange, accounting for 5% of the total capital stock of the company.
[S6] Among them, 1,000,000 shares were transferred to Shanghai Jiuge Investment Management Co., LTD., and 3,000,000 
shares were transferred to a natural person Zhang Chunji through the block trading system.
[S7] Shanghai Jiuge Investment Management Co., Ltd. and Zhang Chunji promise that they have no connection with each other 
and are not acting in concert.
[S8] After the reduction, Hu Meizhen holds 6,740,000 shares of the company's unlimited-sale tradable shares, accounting for 
8.425% of the company's total capital stock, all of which are unlimited-sale tradable shares.
[S9] Among them, Hu Meizhen resigned from the position of director and vice chairman of the company on June 18, 2008, and 
promised that the shares of the company transferred within 12 months after six months of resignation would not exceed 50% of the 
shares held by her, that is, 5,370,000 shares.
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Figure 1: A document example taken from ChFinAnn (Zheng et al., 2019) that translated from Chinese. The upper
part is the original document, and the bottom part shows the gold events (i.e., ticked records, denoted as e1, e2,
and e3). The bold tokens (red and blue) represent gold event arguments, and the red tokens are cross-sentence
arguments.

propagation exists in these methods.
In terms of implementation strategies, the meth-

ods based on graph decoding are mainly divided
into entity-based directed acyclic graph (Zheng
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2022)
and pseudo-trigger-aware pruned complete graph
(Zhu et al., 2022).

The former employed a path-expanding autore-
gression strategy but relied heavily on the specified
argument role order of a triggered event type, result-
ing in the pipeline pattern only being adopted and
huge training costs. To narrow down candidate enti-
ties for argument recognition, the latter established
the mappings between entities and events with the
idea of the clique. Since triggers are not marked
in the corpus, the concept of pseudo-triggers was
proposed, and a pruned complete graph was con-
structed based on the selected pseudo-triggers.
Nevertheless, the constructed graph cannot be fully
decoded into corresponding event records due to
sharing the same pseudo triggers; that is, the gold
training target of the model has errors, hence will
seriously affect model learning and the final event

record decoding based on the predicted graph.
To realize the joint document-level event extrac-

tion, this paper devises a Token-Token Bidirectional
Event Completed Graph (TT-BECG) with the rela-
tion eType-Role1-Role2 as the edge type, accurately
revealing which tokens play argument roles in an
event of a specific event type. Thus, all tasks for
document-level event extraction by the pipeline
pattern are integrated into the graph.

Employing the adjacency matrix of TT-BECG,
we develop an edge-enhanced joint document-level
event extraction model (EDEE). Specifically, based
on the adjacency matrix of target TT-BECG (gener-
ated according to the corpus), the model is trained
to approximate it and obtain the predicted token-
token adjacency matrix. All event records can be
decoded by the predicted adjacency matrix, includ-
ing graph structure and edge-type decoding. There-
fore, the whole document-level event extraction is
transformed into the prediction and decoding task
of the token-token adjacency matrix, achieving the
joint extraction.

To sum up, the main contributions of this work
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are threefold.

• We design a token-token bidirectional event
completed graph with the relation eType-
Role1-Role2 as the edge type. It can accu-
rately decode which tokens play the argument
roles of an event in a specific event type and
solve the problems of multi-event and argu-
ment cross-sentence, as well as the limitations
of previous studies.

• We develop an edge-enhanced joint document-
level event extraction framework, which inte-
grates all event extraction tasks involving the
pipeline pattern to prevent error propagation.
This paper is the first joint event extraction
work for the document level.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on two
public datasets, and the results confirm the
effectiveness of our scheme with a superior-
ity of 15.3∼38.4 and 26.9∼47.5 percentage
points, respectively.

2 Methodology

In this paper, the document-level event extraction
is converted to a prediction and decoding task for
graph structure and edge type. It mainly includes
three stages: (1) constructing the target token-token
bidirectional event completed graph (TT-BECG)
according to the training corpus, along with the
corresponding adjacency matrix; (2) designing the
model for training and obtaining the predicted
token-token adjacency matrix; (3) decoding the
predicted adjacency matrix, generating all events
and event records contained in documents.

2.1 TT-BECG and Adjacency Matrix

Origin of TT-BECG. Due to sharing the same
pseudo triggers, there are errors in the event de-
coding of Zhu et al. (2022), as shown in Figure 2.
When the token “League of Nations” is selected
as a pseudo trigger, the entity-entity graphs of the
record {e1}, {e2, e3} and {e2, e3, e4} are identical
(see the upper right part). Meanwhile, decoding
events is ambiguous to determine which dotted line
box of the event record or any other combinations
corresponding to the graph structure. The main rea-
son is the strategy needs to select pseudo triggers
and take them as the center. Once the pseudo trig-
gers are identical or partially overlapping, errors
will occur when decoding. However, as the number

of pseudo triggers increases, the entity-entity graph
becomes more complex, and the effect of approx-
imating the target entity-entity matrix decreases
rapidly, resulting in invalid argument recognition
(Zhu et al., 2022).

To solve these problems, this paper designs a
new graph structure. First, we discard the strat-
egy centered on pseudo triggers and correlate all
arguments in an event (i.e., construct a completed
graph as shown in the bottom left of Figure 2), so
that each completed subgraph in the entity-entity
graph can accurately decode the entity-event corre-
spondence, solving the multi-event problem. Then,
since the undirected entity-entity graph only reveals
the association between entities, the edge types of
enti → entj and entj → enti are eType-rolei-rolej
and eType-rolej-rolei, respectively. (enti and entj
represent entities, eType is event type, rolei and
rolej are argument roles.) That is, the Id tag entered
in the corresponding position of the entity-entity
adjacency matrix is not the same. Therefore, the
edge types in the entity-entity graph should be bidi-
rectional, as shown in the bottom right of Figure
2. Note that, if the same entity acts as an argument
for different roles in the same or different events,
we treat it as a new entity.

Finally, to realize the joint document-level event
extraction, we develop a token-token bidirectional
event completed graph with eType-Role1-Role2 as
the edge type. By decoding all the edge types be-
tween tokens in each completed subgraph (a com-
pleted subgraph corresponds to an event) contained
in the graph, it is clear which tokens play the spe-
cific argument roles in an event of a specific event
type.

Token-Token Adjacency Matrix Construction.
To guide the model training, the target token-token
adjacency matrix (denoted as TT) needs to be con-
structed first. Each value in TT is an Id identifier
corresponding to the relation eType-Role1-Role2,
where Role1 and Role2 represent the argument role
played by the first token (correspond row in TT)
and the second token (correspond column in TT) in
the token-token pair of the event type eType. The
specific construction steps of TT are summarized
as follows.

Step 1. Given each argument role (denoted
as role) of each event type (eType), split it into
“B_role” and “I_role” tags, where they are assigned
to the head and other position of an argument, re-
spectively, addressing the problem that multiple
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Figure 2: Example of clique-based event decoding and the construction process of the token-token bidirectional
event completed graph. The upper left shows event records, and the upper right is the corresponding entity-entity
graph. The entity “League of Nations” acting as “EquityHolder” role is selected as the pseudo trigger, and pseudo
triggers point to non-pseudo triggers within the same event. When the document only contains the event records in
the blue dotted line box, the final bidirectional event completed graph is demonstrated at the bottom right.

tokens are combined to act as an argument. Then,
all the split role tags of the event type are com-
bined in pairs, along with eType, forming the re-
lation eType-X_role1-X_role2. X represents B or
I. Finally, all relations of event types are formed
into a set (denoted as Edges), and each element in
the set is given a sequence number starting from
1 as its Id identifier. In addition, non-argumental
tokens are assigned the role tag “O” and added to
the Edges with an Id identifier of 0.

Step 2. For each document in the corpus, any
tokens wi (row i in TT) and wj (column j in TT)
in arguments of event records are combined, and
the corresponding relation is denoted as eType-
X_Rolei-X_Rolej . The Id identifier of the relation
is filled in TT[i, j].

Step 3. If a token plays different roles in the
same/different events, it is regarded as a new token.
The row and column of TT are each increased by
1, and the new role is filled in the newly added row
and column according to the method in step 2.

2.2 EDEE

In the following, we describe our edge-enhanced
document-level event extraction model (EDEE). As
demonstrated in Figure 3, the framework includes
three components: (1) the Embedding Layer, for
initializing the semantic embeddings and capturing
sequential semantics between tokens by Bi-LSTM

network; (2) the Classification Layer, for predicting
the label of each token-token pair and generating
predicted TT; (3) the TT Decoding, decoding ex-
tracted events and event records according to the
predicted TT, including graph structure decoding
(determine the number of events) and edge type
decoding (clarify argument roles of tokens playing
in events of a specific event type).

Embedding Layer. In this paper, the BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) is used to initialize token em-
bedding, and the vector of i-th token wi is denoted
as vi. Following previous studies (Xu et al., 2021;
Zhu et al., 2022), the entity type is also exploited,
and the vector is generated by looking up the ran-
domly initialized embedding table. Then, we con-
catenate vi with the corresponding entity vector
and pour them into a Bi-LSTM network to capture
the sequential information. The output embedding
is denoted as hi. Finally, any hi and hj are con-
catenated to represent the embedding of the k-th
token-token pair wi wj , forming h′

k ∈ R2d, d refers
to the dimension of hi.

Classification Layer. The softmax function is
adopted to compute the distribution p(yk|θ) of the
embedding h′

k over the relation tags:

p (yk|θ) = softmax
(
Wph′

k + bp
)
, (1)

where yk is the tag of k-th token-token pair under
the parameter θ, Wp denotes a weight matrix, and
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Figure 3: The overall framework. +⃝ represents the concatenation operation. Each Id identifier in the predicted
token-token adjacency matrix corresponds to a relation eType-X_rolei-X_rolej , demonstrating the token-token pair
wi wj acts as the role X_rolei and X_rolej in the event type eType. The unfilled position is 0, indicating that the
tokens are not related to each other.

bp is a bias term. Finally, the tag with the largest
probability is chosen as the classification result.

Following previous studies (Chen et al., 2018;
Wan et al., 2023a), given that the number of “O”
tags is much larger than that of other relation tags,
the standard cross-entropy loss with weight is used
as our objective function to strengthen the influence
of relation tags:

J (θ) = −
n×n∑

k=1

ωklog p (yk|θ) , (2)

where n is the number of tokens in a document, ωk

is the weight of yk tag, which can be obtained by
the method in Wan et al. (2023a).

2.3 Token-Token Matrix Decode
Through the classifier, the predicted token-token
adjacency matrix TT(p) can be obtained. Then,
the graph structure decoding is first implemented
based on TT(p); that is, the edges are established
for the tokens in which their Id identifiers of token-
token pairs are non-zero in TT(p), forming the
token-token bidirectional event completed graph in
Figure 3. A completed subgraph corresponds to an
event; thus, the completed graph in Figure 3 can be
decoded into two events. Subsequently, the Id iden-
tifier of edge type in each subgraph is transformed
into eType-Role1-Role2, and the final event records
are parsed according to different relations.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Data and Evaluation Metrics
This paper conducted experiments on two pub-
lic datasets ChFinAnn (Zheng et al., 2019) and
DuEE-Fin (Han et al., 2022). ChFinAnn consists
of 32,040 documents covering five event types with

35 different kinds of argument roles in total. DuEE-
Fin is published by Baidu, including 13 event types
and 11,700 documents, and each event record is
labeled with the argument and trigger information,
while the trigger information is not used in our ex-
periments. We followed the standard split of the
two datasets for training/development/test set. The
LTP (Che et al., 2021) syntactic tool was used for
word segmentation.

Regarding the evaluation metrics, the Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F1-score (F1) were selected to
evaluate the models. Since a document contains
enormous tokens and few of them serve as gold
argument roles, the model performed well for those
who are not the argument (i.e., the tokens marked
as “O”). However, calculating the overall F1 score
can not accurately reflect the recognition effect of
arguments. Therefore, the prediction results of the
“O” tag were filtered out in the evaluation.

3.2 Hyper-Parameter Setting and Baselines

We chose the Adam optimizer in experiments; set
batch size = 1, learning late = 1e-3, dropout = 0.2,
and iteration = 15. The embedding dimensions of
the token and entity type were set to 768 and 50.
The hidden size and layers of Bi-LSTM were set
to 200 and 4, respectively. The experimental envi-
ronment of this paper is Python3.7, PyTorch1.12.0,
and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 24G.

To comprehensively evaluate our proposed
model (EDEE), we followed previous studies
(Yang et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2022) and compared
it with a range of baselines, including state-of-the-
art models. DCFEE (Yang et al., 2018) developed
a key-event sentence detection to extract arguments
from the key-event mention and surrounding sen-
tences. The model has two variants: DCFEE-O
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Model Mem. Time EF ER EU EO EP Avg

DCFEE-O 21.3 192 51.1 83.1 45.3 46.6 63.9 58.0
DCFEE-M 23.5 192 45.6 80.8 44.2 44.9 62.9 55.7
Greedy-Dec 22.2 604.8 58.9 78.9 51.2 51.3 62.1 60.5
Doc2EDAG 23.8 604.8 70.2 87.3 71.8 75.0 77.3 76.3

GIT 23.8 633.6 73.4 90.8 74.3 76.3 77.7 78.5
DE-PPN 23.8 50.0 73.5 87.4 74.4 75.8 78.4 77.9
SCDEE 22.8 39.2 80.4 90.5 75.1 70.1 78.1 78.8
PTPCG 7.1 24 71.4 91.6 71.5 72.2 76.4 76.6
EDEE 12.5 49.8 97.4 90.3 93.2 93.4 96.2 94.1

Table 1: Main results (F1) on ChFinAnn dataset. Mem. refers to the GPU memory, and the units of Memory and
Time are G and hours. The time results of the first six baselines are taken from Zhu et al. (2022), and the memory
and the other time results are reproduced.

Model EP EUP ER EU EO EC EB EM EF CL OB ED BC Avg

DCFEE-O 59.9 61.3 75.1 49.8 36.7 34.3 12.4 37.5 54.1 30.1 50.4 65.7 23.7 45.5
DCFEE-M 48.8 49.8 58.8 36.6 29.5 27.8 17.9 32.0 34.7 24.1 41.4 59.6 25.0 37.4
Greedy-Dec 48.0 65.2 71.4 47.3 38.5 33.8 29.9 42.6 52.5 36.7 52.5 66.5 21.4 46.6
Doc2EDAG 71.8 72.3 79.4 55.4 51.2 34.1 35.2 46.1 57.7 41.1 61.8 72.8 23.7 54.1

GIT 73.7 73.1 77.7 60.8 48.4 42.7 39.3 49.0 62.0 37.1 59.9 73.8 25.6 55.6
DE-PPN 46.0 52.4 52.1 37.4 29.4 29.1 26.9 33.8 32.2 30.8 28.2 62.7 22.9 37.2
PTPCG 69.0 62.2 87.7 58.3 46.0 47.5 39.0 51.3 66.1 39.8 62.3 76.0 46.4 57.8
EDEE 71.8 69.1 94.3 90.4 77.6 89.3 88.0 85.9 89.6 87.6 91.8 92.5 72.8 84.7

Table 2: Main results (F1) on DuEE-Fin dataset. The event types are: EP(Equity Pledge), EUP(Equity UnPledge),
ER(Equity Repurchase), EU(Equity Underweight), EO(Equity Overweight), EC(Executive Change), EB(Enterprise
Bankrupt), EM(Enterprise Merge), EF(Enterprise Financing), CL(Company Listing), OB(Out Bid), ED(Enterprise
Deficit), and BC(Be Called). We reproduce the results of baseline using the open-source codes of Zhu et al. (2022).

produces one event record, and DCFEE-M extracts
multiple events. Doc2EDAG (Zheng et al., 2019)
transformed document-level event extraction as di-
rectly filling event tables with entity-based path
expanding. Greedy-Dec is a simple baseline of
Doc2EDAG. GIT (Xu et al., 2021) designed a
heterogeneous graph-based interaction model to
capture global interactions. DE-PPN (Yang et al.,
2021) proposed a document-level encoder and a
multi-granularity decoder to extract all events in
parallel. SCDEE (Huang and Jia, 2021) introduced
the sentence community and assigned all sentences
of an event to a sentence community. PTPCG
(Zhu et al., 2022) constructed the maximal clique
by calculating pseudo-triggers and incorporated
other common entities to complete the clique.

3.3 Overall Performance

Tables 1 and 2 report our experimental results on
the two datasets, where Avg is the average of F1
score.

As shown in Tables 1 and Table 2, our EDEE
consistently outperforms other baselines on ChFi-
nAnn and Ducc-fin, with its Avg of 94.1% and

84.7%, respectively. The corresponding increases
are 15.3∼38.4 and 26.9∼47.5 percentage points.
Note that all baselines are pipelined and suffer from
serial predictions (e.g., entity extraction), resulting
in error propagation. In the following, we provide
further analyses to investigate the performance im-
pacts of (1) error propagation for entity extraction,
(2) entity-event correspondence error propagation,
and (3) intermediate phases of baselines.

Error propagation for entity extraction. By
analyzing the results of baselines in each phase, it
can be found that there are many errors in entity
extraction (Zhu et al., 2022), especially for finan-
cial data that contains abundant numerical words
(e.g., money, percentage ratio, and shares). A com-
mon model for entity extraction is challenging in
identifying such entities. Xu et al. (2021) showed
that there were more than 10 percentage points of
errors in the first five baselines in Table 1, hence
would directly affect the subsequent identification
performance of the argument role. When the train-
ing samples are small, it is insufficient to support
the learning of the model in all phases, resulting in
unfavorable results.
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Model EF ER EU EO EP Avg

S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M. S. M.

DCFEE-O 55.7 38.1 83.0 55.5 52.3 41.4 49.2 43.6 62.4 52.2 60.5 46.2
DCFEE-M 45.3 40.5 76.1 50.6 48.3 43.1 45.7 43.3 58.1 51.2 54.7 45.7
Greedy-Dec 74.0 40.7 82.2 50.0 61.5 35.6 63.4 29.4 78.6 36.5 71.9 38.4
Doc2EDAG 79.7 63.3 90.4 70.7 74.7 63.3 76.1 70.2 84.3 69.3 81.0 67.4

GIT 81.9 65.9 93.0 71.7 82.0 64.1 80.9 70.6 85.0 73.5 84.6 69.2
DE-PPN 82.1 63.5 89.1 70.5 79.7 66.7 80.6 69.6 88.0 73.2 83.9 68.7
PTPCG 83.6 59.9 93.7 73.8 77.3 63.6 79.7 62.8 86.1 70.5 84.1 66.1
EDEE 97.9 92.2 90.4 87.4 97.2 93.1 93.7 85.6 98.0 91.6 95.4 90.0

Table 3: F1 score of Single-Event and Multi-Event on ChFinAnn dataset. The value of the first five lines is taken
from Xu et al. (2021), and others are taken from the original paper.

Entity-event correspondence error propaga-
tion. For SCDEE and PTPCG, in addition to the
entity extraction and event type recognition errors,
there are also errors in the assignment of sentences
to communities and event decoding by clique, re-
spectively. According to Zhu et al. (2022), 14.6
percentage points of errors have been found in the
target entity-entity adjacency matrix of PTPCG
when decoding events. Thus, there may be more
errors based on the predicted matrix output by the
model. In the experiment, the precision, recall, and
F1 score of argument combination are only 40.9%.
This indicates that the entities that serve as the ar-
guments of an event are not in the same clique,
and each clique includes numerous entities of other
cliques (events). These factors are also the primary
reason for its Avg indicator being inferior to GIT
and SCDEE.

Intermediate phases of baselines. Due to
the similar intermediate phases, baselines’ perfor-
mances on Avg are comparative. GIT captured and
encoded the structure information in the document-
level heterogeneous interaction graph; thus, it out-
performed the Doc2EDAG with 2.2 percentage
points on Avg. SCDEE benefits from the divided
sentence community. Compared with other base-
lines that treat all entities in a document as candi-
date arguments, SCDEE narrowed the range of can-
didate arguments, reducing the difficulty of training
the model to determine whether an entity acts as a
specified role argument in a given event. Hence, it
achieves the best effect in baselines. However, all
baselines are pipelined patterns, and the propaga-
tion of errors restricts their performances by only
about 77%, which is still much lower than the joint
model in this paper.

Regarding spatio-temporal efficiency, our model
also achieves good results. The model implemen-
tation only consumes 49.8 hours and 11.7G GPU

memory. Compared with the first five baselines
in Table 1, the time cost is significantly reduced.
Meanwhile, although the token-token bidirectional
event completed graph is oriented to all tokens in
the document, the model has fewer intermediate
phases and sample network structure, ensuring it
the second place in spatio-temporal cost.

To sum up, the excellent effect of EDEE mainly
lies in the following factors. (1) A data structure
(eType-Role1-Role2) is designed, which can clarify
which tokens play roles in an event of a specific
event type, integrating the event type and argument
role identification together and ensure the joint
event extraction framework implementation. (2)
Multi-event decoding strategy based on the token-
token bidirectional event completed graph is for-
mulated, accurately decoding all events and event
records contained in the graph. (3) A joint extrac-
tion framework is developed to prevent the error
propagation of pipelined patterns by converting the
document-level event extraction into the prediction
and decoding task of the token-token adjacency
matrix.

4 Additional Analysis and Discussions

To further investigate the impact of each component
on event extraction performance, we conducted
additional experiments, including single & multiple
events and ablation.

4.1 Single & Multiple Event
This section aims to analyze the extraction effects
of models when a document contains only one or
more events. Table 3 reports the F1 score of each
model under single-event (S.) and multi-event (M.).

In Table 3, for single-event and multi-event, our
model (EDEE) obviously outperforms all baselines
in most event types and Avg, verifying that EDEE
is as effective in dealing with the single-event and
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Ablation EF ER EU EO EP Avg

Ours 97.4 90.3 93.2 93.4 96.2 94.1
w/o Entity Type 58.6 84.0 66.8 62.8 73.5 69.1
w/o Bi-LSTM 45.9 87.5 42.8 24.0 87.4 57.5

Table 4: F1 score of ablation.

multi-event separately. Concretely, in the Avg indi-
cator, single-event and multi-event are superior to
baselines with 10.8∼40.7 and 20.8∼51.6 percent-
age points, respectively. Compared with Table 1, it
can be seen that the overall effect trend is consistent
across baselines. GIT and DE-PPN perform well
with a slight distinction, and PTPCG is slightly
lower than them.

4.2 Ablation

In addition to the completed graph and the triple re-
lation, the entity type and Bi-LSTM network were
exploited in this paper. To verify their validity, we
conducted ablation experiments.

As Table 4 shows, meaningful cues and appro-
priate neural networks are necessary to supplement
and update the semantic information of tokens.
Both sentence-level (Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen
et al., 2016) and document-level (Zheng et al.,
2019; Zhu et al., 2022) event extraction encoded
the entity type feature, verifying its significance.
In this paper, EDEE improved by 25.0 percentage
points by adding this information. Consistent with
previous work, the Bi-LSTM network can capture
the sequence structure information between tokens
well, which is conducive to event extraction (Chen
et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2023a). Removing Bi-
LSTM (line 3) indicates that the embeddings of
tokens are not updated enough to capture the se-
mantics between tokens, resulting in a 36.6 percent
decrease in Avg.

In summary, the token-token bidirectional event
completed graph provides a joint execution strat-
egy for document-level event extraction, and ap-
propriate cues and networks can help capture more
semantic information, which is also an indispens-
able part of the entire framework. However, thanks
to the completed graph designed in this paper, the
EDEE model only needs a few cues and a simple
network structure to achieve excellent results.

5 Related Work

With the corpus release for document-level event
extraction, such as ChFinAnn (Zheng et al., 2019)

and RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020), this task has at-
tracted more and more attention recently (Lin et al.,
2022; Ma et al., 2022; Wan et al., 2023b, 2022).
Ebner et al. (2020) designed a span-based argument
linking model. A two-step method was proposed
for argument linking by detecting cross-sentence
arguments (Zhang et al., 2020). Du and Cardie
(2020) tried to encode sentence information in
a multi-granularity way, and Li et al. (2021) de-
veloped a neural event network model by condi-
tional generation. Ma et al. (2022) and Lin et al.
(2022) exploited prompts and language models for
document-level event argument extraction. Never-
theless, these studies only considered the sub-task
of document-level event extraction (i.e., role filler
extraction or argument extraction) and ignored the
challenge of multi-events (Yang et al., 2021).

Therefore, some other studies focused on the
multi-event corpus (ChFinAnn). Yang et al. (2018)
extracted events from a key-event sentence and
found other arguments from neighboring sentences.
Zheng et al. (2019) implemented event extraction
following a pre-defined order of argument roles
with an entity-based path expansion. Subsequently,
Xu et al. (2021) built a heterogeneous interaction
graph network to capture global interactions among
different sentences and entity mentions. Their
execution frameworks are based on Zheng et al.
(2019). Yang et al. (2021) extracted events in a
parallel mode, overcoming the dependence on ar-
gument role order. Huang and Jia (2021) and Zhu
et al. (2022) took a different strategy. Huang and
Jia (2021) exploited sentence community to de-
termine the corresponding relation of entity-event,
and this was done with a maximal clique composed
of pseudo-triggers in Zhu et al. (2022).

However, these methods are under pipelined pat-
terns and suffer from serial predictions, leading to
error propagation. Therefore, this paper aims to de-
velop a joint extraction model for document-level
multi-event and argument cross-sentence.

6 Conclusions

This paper designs a token-token bidirectional
event completed graph (TT-BECG) with the rela-
tion eType-Role1-Role2 as the edge type, followed
by an edge-enhanced joint document-level event ex-
traction model. First, the sequence labeling method
is employed to transform the recognition objects
from entities to tokens, preventing entity extrac-
tion in advance. Then, according to the given
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corpus, the target TT-BECG and corresponding
adjacency matrix are constructed, which can ac-
curately reveal which tokens play specific argu-
ment roles in an event of a specific event type,
and realize the task transforms from the document-
level event extraction to the structure and edge
type prediction of the complete graph. Finally,
a model is explored to approximate the given tar-
get token-token adjacency matrix and obtain the
predicted token-token adjacency matrix. By de-
coding the predicted matrix, all events and event
records in a document can be extracted. Extensive
experiments have been conducted on ChFinAnn
and DuEE-Fin corpora, and the results demon-
strated the effectiveness and robustness of our
scheme. The experimental code can be accessed at
https://github.com/hawisdom/EDEE.

Limitations

As the experimental datasets are Chinese and the
word segmentation tool is employed, some parsing
errors may exist. Also, the token-token matrix is
built on all tokens in each document, resulting in
a large-scale matrix and the reduction of model
training. All these are the limitations of this pa-
per. Nevertheless, if the corpus is English, the first
limitation does not exist. Also, the spatio-temporal
efficiency in Table 1 is acceptable. Importantly,
the experimental results obtained in this paper are
based on the limitation, which indicates that it is
effective to implement our model according to the
segmentation results by syntactic tools.

Ethics Statement

Event extraction is an essential task of information
extraction in NLP. We do not see any significant
ethical concerns. Our work easily adapts to new
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textual input (e.g., document and sentence).
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